
Dedicated Followers of Fashion or, “Who’s that bloke 
in the Pot Helmet?” 
 
 
I remember the day only too well. It was at one of the best-organised and busiest shows on the circuit 
which has been one of our regular haunts for several years. Our game, a Great Northern War effort was 
on a 12 x 6 table, had around 500 or so 25mm figures plus the usual scratch built buildings, terrain, 
vignettes and supporting `stuff’. 
Definitely not an historical re-fight, more of an in period `bash’. The day was following the usual form 
with less emphasis on playing and more on chat with visitors, other demonstration groups and friends.  
 
In an idle moment as I chuckled in disbelief at the latest tangential purchases by one of the troupe I 
became aware of someone showing more than the usual level of interest in our game. He spent around 
five minutes moving from unit to unit, occasionally firing off a desultory and I sensed hostile question 
at me. 
“What period is this?” “ Who’s fighting?” “Which is this unit (pointing)?” I thought on balance my 
answers were credible but the Funster clearly wasn’t getting what he was after and then he struck pay 
dirt. “And these” pointing at a cavalry unit, “Which are they?” 
Me: “Saxon Cuirassiers” 
Signs of growing excitability, “Which regiment?” 
Me: “ Reichenau” 
Gotcha! I could see it all over his face. “You can’t have them on the table” and he pointed to a single 
figure in a unit of 18. “He’s got a pot helmet on, they didn’t wear pot helmets in 1706. 
One figure in 500. I was gobsmacked. I would love to say that my riposte was of Churchillian or 
Wildian calibre but confess to simply wanting to ***t the guy. 
 
I know, I know, if you put on demo games you’ve got to take the comments and I agree, but that is not 
my point or that of this article. My mind was racing. The big question was, how did he know? Was he 
there at our imaginary scenario in Livonia. Was he a reincarnated Saxon trooper from Regiment Baner 
killed at Fraustadt? 
 
The answer is of course; he read it in a book. Printed material is often taken as gospel because Mr 
A.Nal said so and no one else has bothered to challenge it. 
 
No, this is not a petulant pop at serious research either, rather an attempt to put written work in 
perspective and expose the cult of the Wargames Fashion Police (WFP). Mr `Pot Helmet’ is not an 
isolated case but represents a body of thought within the hobby whose contribution appears to be 
censorious and restrictive at best. They specialise in regurgitation of third and fourth hand data as if 
they themselves discovered it after years of painstaking research in the bowels of the Hermitage and 
not by borrowing the latest Osprey title from their local library. 



 
 
The purpose of this article is twofold. Firstly to place the views of the WFP firmly in context and 
secondly to constructively address some issues which can limit the development of Wargames armies 
or forays into a new period by the brave but foolhardy Gamer. Along the way I’ll make a few 
suggestions on stretching existing ranges to fit your needs.  
 
The hobby now offers a vast array of very high quality figures and equipment in almost every feasible 
(and occasionally not so feasible) scale, broadly spanning the entire history of the human race. The best 
choice we’ve ever had. Notwithstanding, almost every Wargamer at some point has been frustrated by 
being unable to build collections in a period lying just outside the coverage of what is commercially 
available or has been unable to include particular units due to limited scope. A couple of examples are 
Western European armies 1660- 1675 or 1816-1830. The pragmatic solutions to this vexing issue range 
from; forget you ever thought of it, through; use what you think is closest (but there’s always the risk 
that you’ll be charged with historical research violations by the WFP) to; just use anything you fancy.  
  
Research, both established and new, is one of the vital arteries of a hobby such as wargaming but let’s 
use it as a tool and not as a legal code. Before outlining a few ideas to broaden your options let me 
substantiate this opinion by positively highlighting the subjective and often contradictory nature of the 
beast. Our core period is the War of the League of Augsburg 1688-1697 (hence the group name). A 
quantity of our source material is drawn from books and articles by such as Alan Sapherson, Stuart 
Reid, Mark Allen and Wally Hearle to name but a few. Great stuff all and thanks to each of those guys 
for inspiration and education, but let’s take a step back from their work for a second.  
 
Alan’s excellent book on the Dutch Army of William III constantly refers to contemporary sources; 
`Gerpines’, `Tilroy’ and `Belaubre’. These are often in complete disagreement. One will say a 
particular regiment had white coats with red facings whilst another will say red coats with blue facings 
for the same unit. Remember, these are supposed to be contemporary sources, they were all there and 
still can’t agree! Maybe they’re all right. This was after all the era of autocratic, self-financing 
Colonels, unscrupulous suppliers, fraudulent muster rolls, mutiny and mercenaries. My guess is that 
after two to three months hard campaigning in Western Ireland the average English or Dutch 
infantryman would be wearing, carrying and using whatever he could lay his hands on. Never mind 
`Did they wear grey socks and breeches or yellow?’ Did they have any shoes, hats or waistcoats would 
be more relevant. The author allows us to make our own choice, thank you Alan. 
 
Stuart Reid is nothing, if not a man of strong opinion. He is on a mission to challenge the largely 
accepted perception of highland armies as fierce, brave and noble tribal warriors. Stuart (through 
detailed analysis and argument) would have us believe they were ignorant, unwilling and resentful 
sheep bullied into doing their despotic Clan Chief’s bidding. Alba go bragh?  I think not. No better way 
to get yourself on the map than to thumb your nose at convention (or in the spirit of this particular 
argument, bare your bottom at the enemy). Stirs the broth, promotes debate and I suspect, sells copy. 
Serious historian, or agent provocateur? Take your pick. 



 
Mark Allen is the author of many interesting pieces on the period 1600-1720. He penned an extremely 
informative, credible and colourful series of articles on Flags of the Swedish Army during the Thirty 
Years War (An occasional series in WI sometime between 1994 -97). He subsequently had the guts to 
go into print some months later in the same journal and completely rubbish his own article. This 
because a learned gentleman in Sverige had supplied the “real McCoy” and disproved Mark’s educated 
guesswork. Good on you Mark, but what if he hadn’t? The original article may have stood for years 
and been quoted chapter and verse by the WFP. 
 
One of my all time favourite articles is a Neerwinden scenario (1693) by Wally Hearle, published so 
long ago that it may have been during DMcF’s stewardship of Miniature Wargames. The scenario is so 
enjoyable and well written that every time I read it we end up re fighting Neerwinden again, but really.. 
“Run ye Saxon dogs”! A quote too far from the Wally man there I think. 
 
The tricorne argument. Only Bavarians wore tricornes pre 1690, well the Wagner prints prove it, don’t 
they? The demarcation between so called Grand Alliance and Spanish Succession is a bit tenuous to 
say the least. A gap of  3 or 4 years, same regiments, same officers, different dress styles, I don’t think 
so. Whether a hat is turned up left side, right side, two sides, back or front is totally irrelevant. At one 
point in our youth Phil Olley and I spent a very brief period as extras on a historical (sic) movie. We 
had tricornes supplied by a wardrobe department. To describe them as triangular after two days in the 
rain and snow on Moy Moor would be stretching a point. More Paddington Bear than tricorne and 
more washed out grey than black.  
 
Convinced yet? Need more evidence? Let’s move forward one hundred years or so and put the `You 
can’t use that there, here’ brigade back where they belong. Haythornthwaite’s Uniforms of 
1812(Retreat from Moscow) shows some very believable prints depicting soldiers of the Grande Armee 
wrapped in carpets, furs and similar. Not prescribed under Imperial regulations I suspect but who was 
going to tell them to take it off? Check out the qualifying notes to commercial catalogues these days. 
Foundry’s Napoleonic list is a good example. No longer the rigid pre-post 1812 demarcation but an 
explanation of the mixture of clothing styles in use right up to the close of the 100 Days campaign. If 
indeed further proof is required the interested party need only watch footage of conflicts such as 
Vietnam, Somalia, Bosnia, Afghanistan, The Gulf or Sierra Leone. What are the men at the front 
wearing? Whatever they want basically, particularly if the theatre is providing the protagonists with 
logistical difficulties. 
“ Private Ivanovitch you cannot take part in today’s highly dangerous counter insurgency ops against 
Chechen Rebels as your unit badge is sewn on with the wrong colour thread and, that set of mittens 
your wearing, did your Mother knit them, because they’re not regulation?”.. Happens all the time. 
 
Ok, enough already. Time to focus on a few non-standard items in our own collections which look 
good but which may give the WFP sleepless nights! 
 
We’ve spent some of the last year building a Late Roman period collection. There is perhaps more 
scope to mix and match here than most others. Interestingly, The Foundry seemed to drop several of its 
prescriptive definitions such as Dacians, Goths, Arthurians and Saxons in favour of more generic 
descriptions recently. This may however have more to do with the launch of Warhammer Ancient 
Battles and commercial imperatives than any rethinking about the historical accuracy of dress or 
weapons on their miniatures. An example of our creative thinking has been the completion of 
Romanised Hun units. These are painted in the subdued clothing colours associated with the Huns and 
based on hexes to produce a `swarm’ effect but all carry the same Roman Pattern shield designs 
denoting their inclusion in the regular army. To heighten the non-standard look the shields are of 
differing shapes. The same has been done for tribal auxiliary units by using barbarian figures with 
regular Roman shields and common designs. Exotic weapons such as Falx can be easily removed and 
replaced with more generic arms. A Caucasian skin paint job and new shields on Caesarian Roman- 
Numidian cavalry auxiliaries can transform them into Germanic Cavalry. Stripping the figures down to 
just the individual and his clothes (or lack of) allows almost anyone to be anyone.  



 
Leaping forward to the Thirty Years War 1618-1648 takes us into another period of military dress 
fusion. The now hard to find `Wars of Religion’ Range from Foundry provides many useable types for 
early Imperialist armies particularly some of the pikemen. Another occasional feature of our games in 
this period is the appearance of units of highlanders. These legitimately serve as newly arrived recruits 
from Scotland or Ireland. Without uniforms, armed with a mixture of muskets and close combat 
weapons, they fight as raw infantry with poor distance fire capability and moderate to good melee 
ability. If  validation is needed (oops nearly sounded like the WFP) there are of course the famous 
Stettin prints. 
 
I’ve covered some aspects of the Grand Alliance period earlier but the  “To tricorne or not to tricorne?” 
argument is an irrelevancy until well into the second decade of the 18th century. 
We’ve had great fun with the Armies of the Great Northern War 1700-1721. Charles XII took many 
armies into the field and months of campaigning will have taken its toll on clothing and equipment. 
Our Swedes are definitely not of parade ground quality but certainly look as if they’ve seen a scrap or 
two. For headgear we’ve used lots of cut and pin swaps with a mixture of Russian and Swedish 
Pokalems, Woollen hats from ECW/TYW figures and pirates of various ranges, Grand Alliance period 
felt hats and of course regulation tricornes. Our Swedish cavalry have a mixture of coat colours ranging 
from the official issue blue with appropriate facing colour to Grey blue, grey, dark grey, brown and 
black with no cuff variation. Combined with the headgear variants they are a rascally looking bunch 
but still maintain a very distinctive feel through the choice of `action poses’ we’ve given the various 
regiments. The final glue keeping the unit identity is our trademark outsize standards.  
Other infantry and cavalry have additional cloaks, coveralls, blankets and rags made from Milliput or 
linen /tissue treated with a PVA glue mixture and painted. 
  
One of my personal favourites are the Swedish Lifeguards whom I have chosen to represent without 
their coats. Imagining the hot sun on the dusty Ukrainian plain at Poltava after months of campaigning 
away from Sweden I used Foundry Russian (heresy!) Seven Years War figures in waistcoats. I did a 
little trimming on their tricornes and cartridge pouches for the Musketeers and used Ensigns as 
Pikemen (with appropriate head swaps). The `all yellow’ theme was broken up by painting several 
waistcoats tan, brown or crème. I left the spatter-dashes on (probably a flogging offence from the 
WFP) but splashed with mud and dry brushed with dust they do look very well and ready to re write 
history by carrying that final Russian position at Poltava. 
 
Moving on into the Crimea the scope for conversion and non-standard clothing and kit was also 
extensive. For the British, try using ACW figures with greatcoats as a start point and doing some head 
swaps such as Bearskins, Albert Shakos, and Forage caps. I built oilskin covered Albert shakos with 
Milliput from Napoleonic Belgic Shakos. The raised front provides an `anchor’ for the Milliput rather 
than trying to attach an extra 3-4mm cylinder on top of something flat.  Yup, I know. The WFP will say 
“The over cape on ACW figures is too long (reaching the elbow) and the British pattern covered just 
below the shoulder”, P-lease. This allows the winter look for British operations from Inkerman to the 
Sevastopol siege to take on a more authentic aspect. Lots of excellent minor conversion possibilities 
(and some straight transfer from) Sikh Wars and Opium Wars (Both from Foundry).  Many British 
units arrived in the Crimea from the Indian sub continent and did wear tropical equipment for weeks. 
So white canvas shako covers for infantry and light dragoons are legitimate. 
 
Equal fun is to be had with the Russians. I have a brigade of Russian sailors the basis of which is 
British Sikh Wars infantry in peaked forage caps. Trim off the peak with a scalpel and, to avoid too 
many salvoes from the WFP, re cross the webbing using the same scalpel. The effect is very pleasing 
and those stout defenders of  Sevastopol look the biz in a bayonet counter charge. Some of the Sikh 
officers themselves substitute for Russian infantry officers (especially the guy with the handlebar 
moustache waving his sword). The Russian army itself had gone through recent dress regulation 
changes allowing for a wide variety of single and double breasted tunics, long and short tail jackets and 
varying length greatcoats. We enjoyed this period so much that we are most likely to do it again on the 
demo circuit next year in an expanded version with a little help from a friend of ours in Nottingham. 
 
I recently read somewhere that some Confederate units during the American Civil War began the 
conflict in Napoleonic vintage Tarleton style helmets. Can you imagine the apoplexy that could have 
caused Pot Helmet man if we’d being doing First Mannassas and I’d had my Mississippians in cast offs 
from Napoleonic Light Dragoons. 



 
Finally, getting back to my 1703 Saxon Cuirassier and his faulty headgear. Who’s to say that 
individuals, companies or even regiments didn’t retain or adapt serviceable but superceded items 
simply because they were past the sell-by date. In my opinion, definitely not Mr Pot Helmet or his 
friends in the WFP. Go read another book lads and let the rest of us get on with enjoying the hobby. 
 
As always, comments welcome. Get in touch via our website. www.leagueofaugsburg.com. 
 


